
BOUNDARIES
COURAGEOUS

BETTER BOUNDARIES;  BETTER RELATIONSHIPS



At Get Courageous, we believe that boundaries are
important to one's personal and professional life and to
our well-being.

Throughout this e-book, we will provide you with
information, as well as the space to be introspective.

At the end of this e-book, you will find resources
alongside starting points that will help you develop
boundaries both personally and inside your organization.

We are not therapists or counselors and 
do not offer mental health advice.

INTRODUCTION
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“The author generated this text in part with GPT-3, OpenAI’s large-scale language-generation model. Upon generating
draft language, the author reviewed, edited, and revised the language to their own liking and takes ultimate responsibility

for the content of this publication.”
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What does the word boundaries mean to you?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What images come to mind when you think of
boundaries?

 
 

TAKE A MOMENT TO PONDER



“What is okay and what's not okay”
- Brené Brown

 
“Personal boundaries are the limits

and rules we set for ourselves
within relationships.”

Berkely - University of California

BOUNDARIES
AN OVERVIEW
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Boundaries are physical, emotional, or
psychological limits or barriers that
define an individual's personal space,
protect their well-being and help to
maintain their relationships with others.

Boundaries determine what is acceptable
and unacceptable behavior, and help
people to maintain their sense of self and
independence. 



Workplace
Emotional
Physical
Sexual
Time
Material
Financial
Spiritual
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TYPES OF BOUNDARIES
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Simply put, they are defined perimeters that we put in place 
for ourselves and others.

 
Perimeter: The outermost parts or boundary of an 

area or object
-Oxford Languages Dictionary.

FLEXIBLE (SOFT)
NON-NEGOTIABLE (HARD)

BOUNDARIES MAY BE:



Boundaries are important because they help
us define and establish personal limits,
maintain healthy relationships, balance
responsibilities and protect our physical,
emotional, and mental well-being. At their
essence, boundaries are a form of self-care.

By setting clear boundaries, we can
communicate our needs, wants, and
expectations to others. This reduces the risk
of misunderstandings, conflicts and hurt
feelings. 

Additionally, having boundaries helps us take
responsibility for our own actions, emotions,
and decisions. It also helps us understand
and respect the boundaries of others.
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WHY ARE BOUNDARIES SO IMPORTANT?
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When you set boundaries, 
you assert your individuality. 



Difficulty saying "no" to others, or feeling guilty
for setting boundaries
Ignoring the desire to say "no"
Allowing others to violate your personal space,
privacy, or values
Blurring the line between your own needs and the
needs of others
Feeling unable/unwilling to ask others for help or
allow others to help you
Feeling responsible for others' emotions, behavior,
or problems
Regularly sacrificing your own interests or well-
being for the sake of others
Difficulty distinguishing between your own
thoughts, feelings, and opinions from those of
others
Neglecting self-care
Feeling overwhelmed or stressed due to constantly
taking on responsibilities or demands from others
Resentment towards others

Here are some common signs that you may be
suffering from unhealthy boundaries:

It's important to remember that everyone has different
boundaries. What may be unhealthy for one person
may not be for another.
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WHAT ARE THE SIGNS THAT YOU ARE
SUFFERING FROM UNHEALTHY BOUNDARIES?
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How has not having a boundary around
something impacted you?
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TAKE A MOMENT TO PONDER
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How has having boundaries impacted you?
 



boundaries set limits
control is a directive means of influencing
behavior 
manipulation is a deceptive means of
controlling others

Control is the act of trying to influence or manage
the behavior and actions of others, often in a
directive manner. It can be seen as an attempt to
assert power and authority over others.

Manipulation is a type of behavior that is intended
to control, influence, or control someone else's
thoughts, feelings, and actions, often in a
deceptive or underhanded manner. It can be seen
as a means of exerting power over others in a
subtle or indirect manner.

In short:
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HOW DO BOUNDARIES DIFFER FROM
CONTROL OR MANIPULATION?
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“The only people who get upset
about you setting boundaries are

the ones who were benefiting from
you having none.” 

—Unknown
 
 

BOUNDARIES
PERSONAL
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Personal boundaries are the physical,
emotional, and mental limits we set for
ourselves to define appropriate behaviors
from others and to protect our personal
space, values, and rights. 

These boundaries help us to determine what
kind of relationships we want to have, how we
want to be treated, and what we are
comfortable with in terms of physical space,
communication, and personal information.

Setting personal boundaries is an important
aspect of self-care and healthy relationships.



Met personal needs
Greater assertiveness
Increased compassion
Reduced anger and resentment
Respect for self & others
Less internal conflict
Reduced anxiety
Increased confidence
Increased time and energy
Greater self-esteem
Improved relationships
Clear expectations of/for others

THE BENEFITS OF PERSONAL BOUNDARIES
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What areas of your life will be improved
when you set better boundaries?

examples: health, work, social, etc
 
 
 
 
 



Understand what you will gain by setting
boundaries. Understand what others gain.
Define your priorities. Get clear on what you
need, what you want, and what would be nice
to have.
Develop mindfulness and pay attention to your
needs. 

What emotions are you feeling?  
Are you feeling uncomfortable or quite
comfortable, anxious or happy, etc?

Take responsibility for yourself.  Be present in
your decision making.  

TIPS FOR SETTING BOUNDARIES

Know Thyself
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To know thyself is the
beginning of wisdom.

Socrates



Communicate directly, clearly, and often.
Telling people about your boundaries is
necessary for change. Making people guess is
unacceptable (and ineffective).

Start by making the changes you desire, one at
a time.
Practice self-compassion and compassion for
others (habits take time to break and re-make).
Revisit these steps until you feel that you and
others are living within your desired
boundaries.

TIPS FOR SETTING BOUNDARIES

Communicate

Take baby steps
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What would strong boundaries make
possible for you?

 
 
 

What small step do you feel ready to take in
building healthier boundaries today?

Boundaries are important because they help define and
establish personal limits, maintain healthy relationships,

balance responsibilities and protect one's physical,
emotional, and mental well-being.   

Boundaries are a form of self-care.



“When we fail to set boundaries
and hold people accountable, we

feel used and mistreated.”  
- Brené Brown

BOUNDARIES
INTER-PERSONAL
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In interpersonal relationships, boundaries
can include things like setting limits on
physical affection, maintaining privacy,
and communicating one's needs and
desires.

“IF YOU LIVE YOUR LIFE TO PLEASE
EVERYONE ELSE, YOU WILL CONTINUE TO
FEEL FRUSTRATED AND POWERLESS. THIS

IS BECAUSE WHAT OTHERS WANT MAY
NOT BE GOOD FOR YOU. 

 
YOU ARE NOT BEING MEAN WHEN YOU
SAY NO TO UNREASONABLE DEMANDS
OR WHEN YOU EXPRESS YOUR IDEAS,

FEELINGS, AND OPINIONS, EVEN IF THEY
DIFFER FROM THOSE OF OTHERS.”

-BEVERLY ENGEL



Having healthy boundaries with others is important
because it helps to establish clear lines of
communication, protect personal space and
emotional well-being, promote mutual respect, and
maintain a balance of power in relationships.

Healthy boundaries allow individuals to communicate
their needs and values effectively and to protect
themselves from being taken advantage of,
exploited, or manipulated. By setting and
maintaining appropriate boundaries, individuals are
able to build strong, healthy relationships, and take
control of their own lives.
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INTER-PERSONAL BOUNDARIES

How will boundaries improve your
relationships with others? 

How will boundaries
improve your self-esteem

and your relationship with
yourself?



"No one will listen to us until we
listen to ourselves."
― Marinne Williamson

BOUNDARIES
PROFESSIONAL
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Professional boundaries refer to the
ethical and physical limits that govern the
behavior of individuals in a professional
relationship. 

They define the scope of the
responsibilities and expectations of each
person and create a safe and appropriate
environment for the exchange of services
and information. 

These boundaries help to maintain the
integrity and objectivity of the
professional relationship and protect the
well-being and privacy of all parties
involved. They ensure that professional
relationships with clients, colleagues, and
other stakeholders are based on trust,
respect, and appropriate behavior, and
help to maintain a safe and effective work
environment. 



confidentiality

avoiding conflicts of interest

unrealistic expectations (time, ROI, priorities)

being late for meetings (& no show-no call)

interruptions while speaking

working on days off

evening and weekend calls, texts, emails

& more

Professional areas to consider boundaries 

We realizing this is different for everyone and

every situation - you work on what is right for you.
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PROFESSIONAL BOUNDARIES
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Identify your priorities and values: Determine
what is most important to you and what you are
willing to do in order to preserve your well-being
and meet your goals.

Setting Professional Boundaries

Setting professional boundaries involves defining
and communicating the limits of your time, energy,
and responsibilities in the workplace. Here are some
steps you can follow to set effective boundaries:

Communicate directly: Clearly express your
boundaries to your colleagues, employees, board,
boss, and clients. Use "I" statements, such as "I
don't answer emails after 6pm to spend time with
my family.”
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Stick to your boundaries: Consistently enforce
the boundaries you have set, even if it means
saying "no" to tasks or requests that fall
outside of your defined parameters.

Be flexible: Where appropriate, be open to the
negotiation and adjustment of your
boundaries, but always prioritize your well-
being and personal goals & priorities.

What's a situation or two where you
already have  flexible boundaries - or

where it would be helpful for you to
implement flexible boundaries?
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What do you need/want to say “no”to?

What do you need/want to say “yes” to?



Seek support: Surround yourself with
colleagues, friends, and family who respect
and support your boundaries.
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How could setting or receiving
boundaries be an act of kindness?

 
 
 

What would that sound like OR what
would the situation be?

 

Who could/do you go to as part of your
support system?



Boundaries are not just
about saying NO to

everything.
 

But saying YES to the
things that matter 

most to you &
NO to the things

that do not!
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The Gifts of Imperfection

The Better Boundaries Workbook

Boundaries Workbook

Body Boundaries Make Me Stronger

(Kid's Book)

Set Better Boundaries - HBR
How to Set Healthy Boundaries When Starting
a New Job

Books

Articles

Dare to Lead Training & Workshops

Coaching
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BOUNDARIES RESOURCES & DEVELOPMENT

Have questions?
Contact us at

Hello@GetCourageous.com

https://amzn.to/3KCuKVZ
https://amzn.to/3IBd5fG
https://amzn.to/3k6jCFY
https://amzn.to/3YMgduU
https://hbr.org/2021/01/set-better-boundaries
https://hbr.org/2022/04/how-to-set-healthy-boundaries-when-starting-a-new-job
https://getcourageous.com/dare-to-lead-training/
https://getcourageous.com/coaching/

